
THEODORE R. LUCAS,Plaintiff,v.MARGARET SPELLINGS,Secretary, U.S. Department of Education.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTFOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Civil Action No.  01-2393 (JMF)

MEMORANDUM OPINIONIntroductionBy my Order of September 28, 2004, I demanded that plaintiff’s counsel, John F. Karl, Jr.(“Karl”), show cause why he had not violated Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11(b)(3) inmaking certain factual contentions in the documents he submitted on behalf of his client inopposition to Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment (“Defs. MSJ”).Karl has retained counsel, Stephen C. Leckar, who has entered his firm’s appearance as“attorneys for John F. Karl, Jr.”  Mr. Leckar has filed, on his client’s behalf, a Response to Orderto Show Cause (“Plains. Response”). Outline of This Opinion In this memorandum, I will first explain why I believe that Karl’s behavior must bejudged by an objective standard: whether any reasonable lawyer, familiar with the record, wouldhave made the statements he did.  I will then review each of the statements I identified in my first
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 Karl takes comfort in the government’s only speaking to six of the thirteen statements I1identified in my Order to Show Cause and demands that the government’s silence as to the otherseven be deemed a concession that they are unobjectionable. Reply to Defendant’s Response toOrder to Show Cause (“Plains. Reply”) at 3.  The government’s not speaking to all of thestatements does not relieve me of my obligation to consider all of them since I raised the questionof the propriety of all of them sua sponte.  Accord In re Pennie & Edmonds, 323 F.3d 86, 90 (2d Cir. 2003). 2
2

opinion  in light of Karl’s Response and indicate why I have finally concluded that they1
constitute violations of Rule 11.  Finally, I will describe the sanctions I am imposing and indicatewhy I believe they are adequate and proper. Controlling Legal Standard: An Objective StandardIn applying the pre-1983 version of Rule 11, “the courts generally followed a somewhatnebulous standard of subjective good faith.” 2 JAMES WM. MOORE ET AL., MOORE’S FEDERALPRACTICE § 11App.101[2] (3d ed. 1997).  Following the 1983 amendments, however, the lawyerwho signs the document now certifies that to the best of his knowledge, information, and beliefformed after reasonable inquiry that, inter alia, the allegations and other factual contentions in ithave evidentiary support. Fed. R. Civ. P. 11(b)(3).  “This provision established an objectivestandard of conduct.” MOORE ET AL., supra, § 11App.101[2].  Hence, when the Rule 11proceeding is commenced by motion filed by one of the parties, the courts have, withoutexception, held counsel to an objective standard of reasonableness. Bus. Guides, Inc. v.Chromatic Commc’ns Enters, Inc., 498 U.S. 533, 549 (1991); Int’l Brotherhood of Teamsters v.Ass’n of Flight Attendants, AFL-CIO, 864 F.2d 173, 176 (D.C. Cir. 1988); Westmoreland v.CBS, Inc., 770 F.2d 1168, 1177 (D.C. Cir. 1985).2

At first, Karl seems to adhere to this standard in his Response to the Order to Show
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 If a statute or rule is applicable, resort to the court’s inherent authority should occur only3if the statute or rule is not “up to the task.” Id. at 50. 3

Cause.  He asserts that: (1) a brief dependent on facts that undermine its legal claims issanctionable; (2) sanctions may not be imposed unless an allegation is utterly lacking in factualsupport, meaning, of course, that they may be if the allegation is utterly lacking in factualsupport; and (3) sanctions are warranted if an attorney has presented an issue so meritless that noattorney would have presented it to the court. Plains. Response at 9-11.  These assertionsdescribe an objective standard, one based on an evaluation of the record that does not factor in anattorney’s subjective intent.  Nevertheless, Karl then demands that he not be sanctioned unlessthere is a showing of bad faith. Plains. Response at 2.  By this, I take Karl to be arguing that evenif the court finds that his behavior was objectively unreasonable and beneath the standard of whata reasonable lawyer would have done, he should still not be sanctioned because there is noshowing of a malicious intent; he was, at most, merely careless.  Karl’s arguments meldprinciples that must be kept separate because, if not, they blur the fundamental distinctionbetween the court’s exercise of its inherent authority to punish misbehavior and its invocation ofthe sanction power granted it by Rule 11.Inherent AuthorityThe court has inherent authority to punish misbehavior that occurs before it even if astatute or rule is not applicable. Chambers v. Nasco, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 43-46 (1991).   The3
exercise of this power is subject to the requirement that it be based on a showing of bad faith.United States v. Wallace, 964 F.2d 1214, 1219 (D.C. Cir. 1992).  See Shepherd v. AmericanBroad. Cos., Inc., 62 F.3d 1469 (D.C. Cir. 1995).  Furthermore, the sanction imposed must be
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4

carefully calibrated and be no greater than necessary to achieve the purpose that animates itsexercise, such as deterring others from engaging in similar behavior. Bonds v. District ofColumbia, 93 F.3d 801, 808-13 (D.C. Cir. 1996); Shepherd, 62 F.3d at 1478-80.Authority under Rule 11  When, on the other hand, the court is not relying on its inherent power, but on a specificrule or statute, that rule or statute defines the circumstances that trigger its application.  There is,therefore, a clear distinction between the court’s inherent power to punish the bad faith affront tothe court’s authority and the power granted the court by Rule 11 to punish inter alia allegationsin a document filed with the court in which “factual contentions lack evidentiary support.” Fed.R. Civ. P. 11.  Exercise of the court’s inherent authority requires the conclusion that theoffending party or lawyer acted in bad faith while exercise of the power granted the court by Rule11 requires instead a determination as to whether, judged by the standard of a reasonable party orlawyer, the party or lawyer offended one of the rule’s provisions.  In this case, I have neverasserted any inherent authority to punish Karl independently of Rule 11 but have premised andwill continue to premise my authority to punish him solely on Rule 11.  Karl’s resort to cases thatdeal with the court’s inherent authority to punish misbehavior and the requirement that bad faithbe established therefore have nothing to do with Rule 11, which, as I have just indicated, is basedupon an objective evaluation of the lawyer’s conduct.The Pennie DecisionKarl relies on the Second Circuit’s decision in Pennie v. Edmonds, 323 F.3d 86 (2d Cir.2003) for the proposition that the bad faith standard applies to Rule 11 sanctions that are imposedsua sponte. Plains. Response at 5-6.
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First, Pennie is, by its own terms, expressly limited to the situation before it, i.e., theinvocation of a sua sponte, Rule 11 power to punish a lawyer by having him pay large legal feeslong after the litigation had ended. Pennie v. Edmonds, 323 F.3d at 91-92.  In this case, since the issue was raised sua sponte by the court, attorneys fees are notavailable as a sanction. Fed. R. Civ. P. 11(c)(12).  See Johnson v. Waddell & Reed, Inc., 74 F.3d147, 152 n.3 (7th Cir. 1995).  Additionally, the issue of Rule 11 sanctions in this case was raisedcontemporaneously with the submission of the subject document and therefore the SecondCircuit’s concern that the sua sponte imposition of sanctions after litigation has ended wouldchill aggressive advocacy is either not present or not as present as it was in Pennie. Furthermore, another Circuit has now indicated that it specifically disagrees with Pennie’s conclusion that the standard by which a violation of Rule 11 is judged is a function ofhow it is invoked.  In Young v. City of Providence, 404 F.3d 33, 39 (1st Cir. 2005), the FirstCircuit indicated that, contrary to Pennie, “[n]othing in the language of Rule 11(c) says that, ifthe court initiates the inquiry, something more than a Rule 11(b) breach of duty is required.” Hence, a showing that the offending lawyer made a factual allegation without evidentiarysupport, in violation of Rule 11(b), sufficed even though her doing so was the product of nothingmore than “culpable carelessness.” Id.  Noting that there was nothing in the language of Rule11(c) that “says that, if the court initiates the inquiry, something more than a Rule 11(b) breachof duty is required” the court rejected Pennie’s conclusion that the standard should be a functionof who invokes Rule 11. Id. at 39.  The court further noted that it was, after all, the purpose of the1983 amendments to reject any bad faith requirement. Id. at 40.Pennie has also drawn significant academic criticism.  The most authoritative
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 See Gregory P. Joseph, Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse (3d ed. 1994). 4
 Accord Jerold S. Solovy et al, Sanctions Under Rule 11: A Cross-Circuit Comparison,537 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 727, 749 (2004) (insisting that Pennie rejects the weight of authority thatrequires the objective reasonableness in all cases and ignores “the plain language of Rule 11”).6

commentator in this area  has stated the following of Pennie’s holding:4
This holding is irreconcilable with the text and history of Rule 11.Rule 11(c)(1)(B)-the provision authorizing sua sponte  sanctions-does not create a separate standard for assessing sanctionablebehavior.  Rather, it incorporates the standard of Rule 11(b), whichis uniformly interpreted as erecting an objective standard forassessing litigation conduct.Gregory P. Joseph, ‘Sua sponte ’ Sanctions, 25 NAT’L L.J. B6 (2003).5

Objective and Subjective Standards and This CaseIn any event, the distinction between an objective and subjective standard may be ofacademic interest because the law has always inferred the intent with which an act was performedfrom a consideration of all the circumstances surrounding its commission.  For example, everyjury in a criminal case is therefore instructed as to the fundamental principle that a finder of factmay infer the requisite intent from the surrounding circumstances, including the acts done, andthat it may infer that a person intends the natural and probable consequences of acts he hasknowingly done. D. C. Criminal Jury Instructions § 3.02 (4th ed 2002).  Thus, as Joseph pointsout, the dispute as to whether a subjective or objective standard is appropriate is “largelysemantic.” Joseph, supra, note 6 at 213.  He writes:When a court is called upon to determine whether the improperpurpose clause has been violated, the court can do so only byinferring the presenter’s intent from his or her objective behavior.
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 Note Joseph’s citation of Katzman v. Victoria’s Secret Catalogue, 167 F.R.D. 649, 6616(S.D.N.Y. 1996) (“The total lack of substance in the plaintiff’s RICO claims and the egregiousand unjustified neglect of the required statutory elements give rise to the inference that the actionwas filed for improper purposes.”), aff’d without opinion, 113 F.3d 1229 (2d Cir. 1997).7

Id. 6
It is therefore legitimate for me to infer the intent with which acts are done from themanner in which they were done.After careful review of the statements at issue, I have found numerous misstatements offact, many of which are of the same type.  As I will now explain, these statements are classicexamples of inferences disguised as statements of fact.  In my view, the nature of thesemisstatements and their repetition in Karl’s discussion of various topics and subjects convincesme that they are not innocent mistakes or the product of mere sloppiness.Inferences Disguised as FactsAs I have just suggested, a classic misstatement is one in which an inference that might ormight not be drawn from the facts is stated as a fact itself.  To use a hoary example that trialjudges are fond of, that a man walks into a room with a wet umbrella might permit the inferencethat the man was recently outside and that it was raining.  It might also be true that the mandecided to wash the umbrella.  Given these facts, an advocate cannot first say “it was raining” butlater, when challenged, explain that what was originally stated as a fact was actually only aninference that could have been drawn from the fact that the umbrella was wet.  The statement, “itwas raining” is objectively false.  It asks the reader to believe that what is merely an inferencethat may be drawn from a set of facts is itself a fact. Understandably, the courts have therefore specifically condemned a lawyer’s presenting
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as a fact what really is only an inference.  In In re: Curl, 803 F.2d 1004, 1006 (9th Cir. 1986),overruled on other grounds by Partington v. Gedan, 923 F.2d 686 (9th Cir. 1991).  Judge Noonanquoted at length from the opinion of Chief Judge Vanderbilt in In re: Greenberg, 104 A.2d 46,47-48 (1954): He may assert any inferences from the facts of the case that seem tohim arguable, but he cannot present his inferences from the facts asif they were the very facts themselves. When he is indulging, as hehas every right to do, in inferences or reasoning from the facts, hemust say so–there are many words in the English language fitted toexpress this process of inference–and to be effective he shouldstate the facts in the record from which he is making his inferences.A fortiori, if, as here, there are no facts on which to predicate astatement or from which he may reason or argue, he makes suchfalse statement of facts or false inferences from such non-existingfacts at his peril.In re: Curl, 803 F.2d at 1006.  Accord In re: Cent. Ice Cream Co., 836 F.2d 1068, 1073 (7th Cir.1987); Skycom Corp. v. Telstar Corp., 813 F.2d 810, 819 (7th Cir. 1987) (“A lawyer mustdistinguish a fact from an inference he seeks to press on the court.  It is unprofessional conduct torepresent inferences as facts.”).  See In re: Kelly, 808 F.2d 549, 551-52 (7th Cir. 1986) (lawyershould not have stated inference as fact; should have let his reader determine what could fairly beinferred from facts in lawyer’s possession); In re: Gen. Plastics Corp., 184 B.R. 996, 1006 (S.D.Fla. 1995).As I will now demonstrate, Karl’s statements obliterate again and again the distinctionbetween drawing an inference and stating a fact and must therefore be condemned as a violationof the requirement of Rule 11 that the factual allegations in a document have evidentiary support. Fair Enforcement of Rule 11In recognition of the concern that overzealous enforcement of Rule 11 will deter vigilant
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 I will refer to the Memorandum Opinion I issued in this case on September 28, 2004,7docketed as number 61, as “Op.”   9

and creative advocacy, I must state the following.  I am not condemning the nature of the legalarguments made by Karl, rather that the statements made in support of those arguments werefalse.  It is fatuous and insulting to the bar to suggest that good lawyers will not represent theirclients diligently because they are sanctioned when they misstate and misrepresent the record. Finally, it is hardly unfair to hold a lawyer to the professional standards of his peers by requiringonly that he do what any lawyer would consider objectively reasonable.Evidentiary Standard  Finally, in a given case, it might be appropriate to ascertain what evidentiary showing isnecessary, choosing in traditional fashion between preponderance of the evidence and clear andconvincing evidence.  In this case, the choice is unnecessary.  I am dealing with exhibits andtranscripts, rather than the testimony of witnesses whose credibility I would have to assess.  I cantherefore say with perfect certainty, by the clearest and most convincing of evidence, that Karlhas violated Rule 11 in the making of factual allegations that were false and that had no supportin the evidence.  I now turn to the statements themselves.  In each instance, I will once again identify thestatement that I found might violate the Rule and summarize why I so concluded in my firstopinion.   I will then indicate whether Karl violated Rule 11 despite his explanation and7
justification.  As in my earlier opinion, I will place the statements at issue in italics. A. Interview Notes The actual notes of the members of the panel that interviewed the candidates were
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exhibits to Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment.  Plaintiff said of these notes:“Examination of the interview notes certainly supports a finding that Ms. Berry was given theinterview questions and appropriate answers in her possession prior to her interview.”Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgement (“Plains. Opp. MSJ”) at 7. In my earlier opinion, I indicated that I had reviewed the notes and that there was not a word inthem that suggested, let alone, established to a certainty that Berry was given the interviewquestions before her interview. Op. at 4. In response, Karl indicates that he did not intend to suggest that the interview notescontained direct evidence that Berry was given the questions before the interview. Plains.Response at 16.  He admits that “he imprecisely stated his argument regarding the interviewnotes [and that he] should have made clear that these notes, taken in tandem with the foregoingfacts of record, could support the ultimate conclusion following a trial that Ms. Berry wasartificially ‘well prepared’ for the interview.” Id. at 21.  But, it is one thing to say that if one looks at the notes, one would certainly see thatBerry had the questions and answers beforehand and another to say that, if one saw the notes andsaw how well Berry did in conjunction with all the other evidence bearing on her performance,one might draw the inference that she was so well prepared that she must have had the questionsand answers in advance.  The latter is a inference that is based on a speculation; that one doeswell on an exam or in an interview may be explained by one’s competence and honestpreparation.  It is speculation to infer that because one did well, one must have cheated.  More to the point, Karl cannot seriously be suggesting that it is an “imprecision” to tellhis reader that an examination of the notes will show to a certainty that a fact is true when he
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meant to tell his reader that if he looks at those notes and all the other evidence, he might be ableto draw the inference that Berry did so well that she must have had the questions in advance.  Aconclusion drawn from the physical examination of an object cannot be equated with aninference drawn from the examination of that object and from the consideration of all the otherevidence that supports the drawing of that inference.  Equating what counsel claims is a fact–thatthe notes show that Berry had the questions–with a series of inferences drawn from all the otherevidence (including the notes) is the very vice condemned as sanctionable conduct in the cases Ihave just reviewed. B. Requirements for the PositionIn my original memorandum, I pointed out that plaintiff had propounded an interrogatorythat demanded to know why the requirements for the Management/Program Analyst position didnot require an advanced education or a college degree. Op. at 4-5.  I noted that the government’sresponse was that the requirements for this position were derived “from the QualificationStandards for General Schedule Positions promulgated for government-wide use by the Office ofPersonnel Management (OPM Qualification Standards).” Id. at 5 (quoting defendant’s responseto Interrogatory No. 8).  Hence, the government explained that since the Qualification Standardsstated no education requirement for the position at issue, “no such [educational] requirementcould be, or was in fact, stated in the referenced vacancy announcement.” Id. Despite that question and answer, Karl wrote: “The agency never explains why there wasno educational requirement necessary to qualify for the promotion.” Plains. Opp. MSJ at 14. Thus, although Karl had to know that the government had provided an explanation–that OPMgovernment standards did not have such a requirement, and thereby prohibited it–he nevertheless
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represented to his reader that the government had not provided any explanation whatsoever.  Thisis unquestionably a false statement. Karl, conceding that what he wrote was imprecise and an overstatement, attempts toescape from what I consider a falsehood by indicating the he intended to say that “the agencynever explains convincingly why the disparity in education between Lucas and Berry did nothave a dispositive, or even significant, impact on the weighing or comparison of their respectivequalifications.” Plains. Reply at 8, 9, 11 (quoting Plains. Response at 21).  Karl’s explanationonly makes things worse.  That he intended to characterize the explanation given as beingunconvincing means, of course, that he was aware of the explanation.  Yet, he told his reader thatthere was no explanation.  His “explanation” is therefore a concession of the falsehood heuttered.C. Fairley’s Modification of the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities ("KSA's") The KSA’s were modified to uniformly reduce the value of all the criteria by 0.5 in orderto permit the addition of a new category for evaluation: knowledge of the strategic planningprocess. Op. at 6.Karl said of this process: “Dr. Fairley directed that the requirements of the job, theKnowledge, Skills and Abilities (“KSA’s) be watered down.  At Dr. Fairley’s direction, theobjective requirements, the KSA’s for the job, were changed to de-emphasize the knowledgerequirement in order to make Ms. Berry appear to be qualified.” Plains. Opp. MSJ at 14.  Thus,the accusation against Fairley is that he purposefully corrupted the process to aid Berry.  But, as
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 Defendant’s Response to John Karl’s Response to Order to Show Cause (“Defs.8Response”) at 9-10.  Karl dismisses the words “watered down” as “rhetorical.” Plains. Reply at 12. 9

13

the government correctly points out,  to accuse Fairley of engineering the result in order that8
Berry appear more qualified than plaintiff would be to believe that Fairley knew that: (1) Berrywould apply, and (2) Fairley, motivated by an intent to favor Berry, changed the factors to helpher.  There is, of course, no evidence that the two enumerated facts were true and as a result,Karl’s accusation that Fairley intended to aid Berry by modifying the KSA’s has absolutely noevidentiary foundation.912

Karl’s explanation is that he thought, through deductive reasoning, that the finder of factcould readily reach the conclusion that Fairley watered down the factors to help Berry.  He states:When a selecting official who is believed to have a particularcandidate in mind for a job dilutes objective factors that otherwisewould disfavor that candidate and instead adds subjective factorsthat could help her that something is amiss.Plains. Response at 22.He then points to the statement by Ann York that she told Fairley to look out for Berry.Id. at 23.  Since, in Karl’s view, the factor Fairley added to the KSA’s–knowledge of the strategicplanning process–was “fuzzy,” the finder of fact could conclude that Fairley purposefullychanged the factors to aid Berry. Id.  But, it is one thing to assemble in logical order the facts–that Fairley changed the factors,how he changed them, and that Ann York told Fairley to watch out for Berry–and then arguethere is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Fairley’s explanation for the change is
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 Obviously an acronym for Defendant’s Rule 7.1(m) Statement of Material Facts Not In10Dispute. 14

truthful.  If the inference is drawn that Fairley’s explanation is false, it might then permit theinference that the falsity of the explanation shows that the change of the factors was really apretext for discrimination.  Surely, any reasonable person, let alone a lawyer, sees the differencebetween stating as fact that Fairley watered down the standards to help Berry, and assembling anargument that explains why a finder of fact might conclude that the explanation Fairley gave forthe changes he made is not worthy of belief and therefore pretextual.  Karl’s explanation is thathe was making a “fair argument” as to why Fairley watered down the criteria. Id. at 24.  Thus, herefuses to even acknowledge the difference between making an argument that the explanationFairley gave for what he did is not true and stating as fact that Fairley corrupted the process to aidBerry. D. Review By the Personnel SpecialistThe government proposed that there was no genuine issue as to the following materialfact: 11. The personnel specialist assigned to this vacancy selection,Verna Braxton, reviewed each candidate’s SF-171 todevelop the Certificate of Eligibles and gave Ms. Berry thehighest score of any candidate based upon the KSA’s forthe position.  See Rating Sheets (Ex. 19).Defendant’s Rule 7.1(m) Statement of Material Facts Not In Dispute ¶ 11.Plaintiff responded:11. Plaintiff disagrees with this statement of DSMF.   Plaintiff10has no knowledge as to whether or not Ms. Braxtonactually reviewed each candidate’s SF-171, or the reason, ifany, Ms. Braxton allegedly gave Ms. Berry the highest
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 “Mr. Karl is obliged to be candid with the Court and he admitted to a mistake in11drafting. This instance plainly was one where judicious editing and more reflection would havesaved a lot of time.  But Mr. Karl did not act in bad faith.” Plains. Reply at 16. 15

score.  The documents, in the absence of testimony fromMs. Braxton, are insufficient to support this statement. Inview of the watered down job requirements, including thefailure to require even a college degree for this position,and the absence of any showing that Ms. Braxton has anyqualifications necessary to rank the candidates, or anyknowledge of the job requirements for the ElectronicLibrary position previously held by Ms. Berry, Ms.Braxton’s observation are entitled to no weight. Plaintiff’sEx. 18, Verna Braxton Deposition.Plaintiff’s Statement of Material Facts in Dispute and Material Facts Omitted by Defendant(“Plains. Facts”) ¶ 11. During her deposition, Verna Braxton, the personnel specialist assigned to the selection,responded to a specific question by stating that she reviewed the applications of the candidates,the “171's.” Op. at 7.  Nevertheless, Karl stated: “Plaintiff has no knowledge as to whether or notMs. Braxton actually reviewed each candidate’s SF-171.” Plains. Facts ¶ 11.  Karl, the author ofthat statement, said that his client had no knowledge of a fact that Karl himself knew–thatBraxton testified that she had reviewed the 171's. Plains. Response at 25.  Karl, while admitting a mistake in drafting,  justifies telling his reader that his client did11
not know what Karl knew by stating that “there is no requirement that the opponent of asummary judgment motion accept what a witness says, especially one working for the opponent.”Id.  Indeed, he may, but he still owes his reader the fundamental honesty of conceding that thewitness made a statement under oath before he quarrels with it.  His not doing so was mistakenand improper, albeit not of the magnitude and seriousness of the other statements that have sotroubled me.
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E. Fairley’s Refusal to Cooperate Fairley testified that, when he was interviewed by the EEO investigator, he indicated that, while he would turn over the notes of his interview with plaintiff, he had been advised by theOffice of General Counsel, there were “privacy questions” that prevented him from releasing theother candidates’s answers. Defendant’s Reply to Plaintiff’s Opposition to Motion for SummaryJudgment (“Defs. Reply MSJ”), Exhibit 1 at 14-15.  In a memorandum, the EEO investigatorstated that Fairley was asked to respond to interrogatories but failed to do so. Plains. Opp. MSJ atExhibit 16.  The Investigation Report, later filed by the EEO investigator, quotes Fairley ashaving explained to the investigator the OCR hiring process and why he made the selection hedid. Id.  Furthermore, after consulting with General Counsel, Fairley turned over the notes of hisinterviews with the other candidates. Defs. Reply MSJ, Exhibit 7 at 2.As the risk of being simplistic, it can be said that the following facts are true: (1) an EEOinvestigator notes that Fairley, despite a request, failed to answer interrogatories; (2) Fairleyturned over his notes of his interviews with plaintiff to that investigator; (3) General Counselinitially advised Fairley that he might not be able to turn over the notes of his interviews with theother candidates; and (4) ultimately, General Counsel concluded that Fairley could turn over hisinterview notes and Fairley did so.Nevertheless, Karl stated: “Dr. Fairley refused to respond to the interrogatories from theEEO investigator and refused to turn over the notes during the first stages of the administrativeprocess.” Plains. Opp. MSJ at 26.First, Fairley did not refuse to turn over “the” notes if the word “the” means the notes ofhis interviews of plaintiff and the other candidates.  He immediately handed the notes of his
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 Plains. Response at 31. 12
17

interview with plaintiff to the EEO investigator. Defs. MSJ, Exhibit 8 at 15.  Second, he did notrefuse to give the other notes in the common sense of the word “refuse,” i.e., the expression of anunwillingness to act.  Instead, he was told by his counsel not to turn them over. Id. at 22. Fairley’s not turning them over was not the result of an independent unwillingness to turn themover but of an obligation imposed by counsel.  Third, it is a horrible half-truth to tell the readerthat Fairley refused to turn over the notes but then not tell the reader why and then how the noteswere turned over.Finally, we do not know that Fairley refused to respond to the interrogatories.  We knowfrom the investigator’s memorandum that at one point Fairley failed to answer but we do notknow whether he refused to do so, ignored the questions, or whether he simply forgot to answerthem.  To derive from his not answering the declaratory statement that he refused to answer themstates as a fact what may or may not be true.In response, while admitting that his argument was “vigorous and perhaps not written asclearly as it might have been,”  Karl excuses what he did by indicating that he is permitted to ask12
his reader to draw an inference.  He abandons justifying his assertion that Fairley refused toproduce his notes.  Instead, he indicates that the EEO investigator wrote a memorandum to theeffect that Dr. Fairley had not been fully responsive.  He then states:Mr. Karl believed that there had to be a reason that the investigatorwent to the trouble.  As he saw it, the finder of fact couldultimately view Dr. Fairley’s omission as some evidence of footdragging and from that could conclude that Dr. Fairley might havehad a motive not to provide answers to the interrogatories.Plains. Response at 30.
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First, I am afraid that Karl’s counsel has caught Karl’s disease.  The EEO investigatorsimply noted that Fairley “failed to provide responses to the interrogatories.”   He never said13
anything about Fairley’s providing answers that were not fully responsive.  Second, it is onething to accuse a person of refusing to provide information, as Karl did.  It is quite another to saythat his failing to respond to interrogatories is evidence of a reluctance to do it and that the finderof fact may therefore deduce from that reluctance some motive not to answer.  That Fairleyrefused to hand over the notes and that he refused to respond to the interrogatories–are bothdeclaratory sentences.  That one might deduce a motive from those statements is merely anargument.  That Karl defends himself on the grounds that the two are the same thing establishesjust how little he understands the obligations that Rule 11 imposes.The government contends that plaintiff ultimately admitted that Fairley appeared to betaking contemporaneous notes. Defs. Response at 12.  Plaintiff claims that Fairley took no notesduring the twenty minute interview. Plains. Response at 27.  Assuming, for the sake of theargument, that a finder of fact would someday conclude that Fairley did not takecontemporaneous notes, the following statement by Karl is sanctionable:There is circumstantial evidence sufficient to create an inferencethat the interview notes were manufactured after the fact to justifya decision previously made on discriminatory grounds.Plains. Opp. MSJ at 26.The statement insists that it is objectively true that there is circumstantial evidence thatjustifies the inference that Fairley did not take contemporaneous notes but created notes after hemade the decision to hire Berry in order to hide the fact that he favored Berry because she was
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younger than plaintiff.But, there are only three possibilities: (1) that Fairley took contemporaneous notes; (2)that Fairley created the notes after the interview; and (3) that Fairley did not create any noteseither contemporaneously or after the interview.  The only evidence, circumstantial or otherwise,that Karl points to is what Karl’s lawyer calls Karl’s client’s “opinion that no notes were takenduring the interview.” Plains. Response at 37.  Karl’s lawyer then reasons:  If Mr. Lucas’ testimony is credited, it is a fair inference that Dr.Fairley’s notes were made later on.  Then, the finder of fact couldconclude from the face of Dr. Fairley’s interview notes that it isunlikely that a selecting official would not take notes during theinterview but yet be able to write such detailed notes afterwards.Id. To parse that more carefully, one would have to say that: (1) from the premise that Fairleydid not take notes contemporaneously follows the conclusion that he created notes after theinterview: (2) from the premise that those allegedly non-contemporaneous notes are detailedfollows the conclusion that it is unlikely that a person who did not take contemporaneous notescould take such detailed notes; and (3) from all of this flows the conclusion that “the interviewnotes were manufactured after the fact to justify a decision previously made on discriminatorygrounds.” Id.That line of “reasoning” has as much substance as a house of cards.  Thanks to this fallacy,it is permissible, in Karl’s view, to equate a fact–that Fairley did not take contemporaneous notes–with a conclusion–that Fairley concocted notes afterwards to hide his preference for Berry becauseshe was younger than plaintiff.F. The Destruction of Documents
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 Note that during his deposition, Fairley, who had by then retired, indicated that he had 14taken one personnel folder, unrelated to this case, home. Plains. Response, Exhibit 7 at 7-8.  Healso thought that he had a folder relating to this case but found that he did not.  Initially, hetestified that it was trashed when he retired. Id. at 8.  When the deposition resumed after lunch,Fairley indicated that, contrary to what he had first said, he did have a file containing material asto his selection of the replacement for the director of the resources management group and that hehad given that file, including material relating to plaintiff’s application for that position, to theGeneral Counsel. Id. at 129-30. 20

In my original memorandum, I explained how, in a separate opinion denying plaintiff’smotion in limine, I had concluded that there was no evidence whatsoever that there are or wereany documents criticizing plaintiff, let alone any evidence that they were destroyed. Op. at 10. Yet, Karl made the following statement:[S]ince the agency destroyed the documents allegedly criticizingMr. Lucas, the court should bar any oral testimony where theunderlying documents were destroyed.  The agency must havedestroyed these documents in order to deprive Mr. Lucas of theopportunity to cross examine witnesses regarding those allegedcomplaints.Plains. Opp. MSJ at 24.In response to the order to show cause, he marshals the evidence that calls into questionwhether there were any such complaints but does not even attempt to defend his assertion that theagency destroyed documents.   Instead, he states the following:14
Given the inconsistencies in Dr. Fairley’s account about purportedproblem with Mr. Lucas and what had been discarded and when orwhether anything pertinent had been thrown out . . . Mr. Karlbelieved there was a basis to argue that the finder of fact couldinfer that the claim of people complaining about Mr. Lucas wasoverblown, if not entirely ersatz.Plains. Response at 34. Karl offers this explanation as a justification for his drawing an inference that there was
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reason to disbelieve that people had complained about plaintiff.  But, there is a gap the size of theGrand Canyon between the permissibility of drawing the inference that the complaints aboutplaintiff were exaggerated and stating as fact that there were documents pertaining to thosecomplaints and that the agency destroyed them.  Karl concedes as much.  He states of hisassertion that the agency destroyed documents criticizing his client “was not adequatelysupported by the record.” Plains. Reply at 25. G. Admission by BerryPlaintiff persistently complains that Berry lacked the fundamental qualifications for theposition: “Ms. Berry also admits that she lacked a comprehensive knowledge of the workings ofthe OCR Electronic Library, despite defendant’s assertion to the contrary.” Plains. Facts ¶ 38. As Karl’s Response to Order to Show Cause makes clear, that statement is based solely onBerry’s testimony, described in my original opinion (Op. at 11), that she was not invited to someof the meetings because representatives of the enforcement offices attended them and the topicsof these meetings were technical. There is a substantial difference between indicating to the reader that Berry answered aspecific question (Do you have a comprehensive knowledge of the Electronic Library?) in thenegative and her stating that she did not attend certain meetings because the topics were moretechnical.  Karl dismisses the difference between his stating that Berry lacked a comprehensiveknowledge of the Electronic Library and her stating that she did not attend certain meetings atwhich technical matters were discussed as mere “hair splitting.” Plains. Response at 34. According to him, her not being conversant with the technical areas “that are important to theefficient and full functioning of an agency office can, indeed, be fairly described as lacking
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‘comprehensive’ knowledge.” Id.  But, Berry was never asked and never spoke to her knowledgeof the Electronic Library; she spoke only to her not attending meetings at which technical matterswere discussed.  The only fair statement that could be made in summary of her testimony wouldhave been “Ms. Berry did not attend meetings at which technical matters were discussed.”  Thereis a giant gap between the truth of that statement and her supposed admission that she lackedcomprehensive knowledge of how the Library worked.  The latter statement specifically denotesthat she admitted that she did not have a comprehensive understanding of how the Libraryworked and she never said any such thing. H. Fairley’s ClaimFairley testified that he could not recall, with any degree of detail any complex work thatBerry was doing other than her work on the Electronic Library. Defs. MSJ, Exhibit 6 at 42.  Healso testified that the Electronic Library project was very complex and that Berry had the leadrole as acting project manager. Id. at 43-44, 76.Nevertheless, Karl made the following statement:Dr. Fairley was personally familiar with Ms. Berry’s work on theElectronic Library through monthly teleconferences and neverclaimed her work was other than administrative or clerical.Plains. Facts ¶ 59. As I pointed out in my original opinion, Fairley was never asked whether the nature ofBerry’s work was administrative or clerical. Op. at 11-12.  Yet, the statement quoted suggeststhat Fairley had an opportunity to express that opinion and either indicated that her work wasadministrative or clerical or remained silent when the contention was advanced that her work wasadministrative or clerical.  Neither of these events occurred but the statement states that one of
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them did.  Worse, it disguised the reality that Fairley had specifically testified that Berry’s workon the Electronic Library was complex.Karl’s lawyer, conceding that Karl made a “good faith” error, indicates that:This assertion was a good faith error.  What Mr. Karl was seekingto convey was that the work that Dr. Fairley described as‘complex’ which Ms. Berry had been doing actually was clericaland administrative in nature and that Dr. Fairley knew or had tohave known that.Plains. Response at 35.I do not understand how it is “good faith” to tell one’s reader that Fairley had anopportunity to make “a claim” about the complexity of Berry’s work, and that he never describedit as other than administrative and clerical.  This suggests that Fairley was provided such anopportunity and that he made the positive statement that Berry’s duties were administrative orclerical, while keeping hidden from the reader the fact that he was never specifically askedwhether Berry’s work was administrative or clerical.  To make the matter worse, Karl does nottell his reader that Fairley specifically described the nature of Berry’s work as complex whenasked.I. What Fairley Told Berry at Her InterviewFairley interviewed Berry at 1:00 p.m. and plaintiff at 2:20 p.m. Plains. Opp. MSJ atExhibits 14,15.  In her deposition, Berry testified that during her interview, Fairley told her thatthe interviewing panel had selected her and that he then congratulated her. Id., Exhibit 13 at 61. Karl then asked her: “ So, presumably, he was telling you at that time you got the promotion.” Id. Berry responded yes. Id.  Counsel then asked: “Did he make it sound like it was the panel’sdecision or his decision?” Id.  She answered: “The panel’s decision.” Id. 
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On redirect, Berry indicated that, at the conclusion of her interview with Fairley, Fairleytold her she was the first choice of the interviewing panel but did not tell her she had received theposition. Id. at 77.  She further testified that she only learned that she actually received theposition when she got a call from personnel. Id. at 78.  When Karl then asked her whether Fairleycongratulated her at her interview, she responded: “He said the panel selected you;congratulations.” Id. at 80.This testimony demonstrates that a clear distinction can be drawn between what Fairleysaid and what Berry thought.  Although Berry’s testimony on direct and on cross-examinationsuggests two possible scenarios–that Berry was told she got the job at the conclusion of herinterview or that Berry was later told she got the job by the personnel office–the crucial point isthat she never waivered from her testimony as to what Fairley said–that she was the panel’s firstchoice.  Nevertheless, Karl stated:Dr. Fairley told Ms. Berry at her interview that she had beenselected for the position, even though she was interviewed morethan an hour before Mr. Lucas. Plains. Facts at 78. Berry never said that Fairley told her that she had been selected for the position.  Thestatement that he did is false.  Karl’s lawyer states that:Ms. Berry agreed during her deposition testimony that Dr. Fairleytold her at the end of her interview that “the panel select [sic] meand congratulations” which she admitted made it sound like shehad gotten the promotion.Plains. Response at 37.In essence, Karl’s lawyer concedes that Berry understood that Fairley was only
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congratulating her on being selected by the panel and that the job was extended to her by thepersonnel office after all the interviews.  Thus, regardless of what Berry assumed, the statementby Karl that Fairley told Berry that she had been selected for the position is demonstrably false. Berry testified unequivocally that Fairley congratulated her on being selected by the panel.J. Whether the Panel’s Decision was UnanimousGloria Butler, a member of the selection panel, signed a memorandum that stated that itwas the panel’s “unanimous recommendation that Jerelyn Berry receive the promotion.” Defs.MSJ at Exhibit 14.  She also testified that the panel never had a final meeting as was thecustomary practice and that she may have been out of the office on flextime or sick leave on theday the panel met. Plains. Opp. MSJ, Exhibit 6 at 29.  When she asked if she had given the othermembers her proxy to decide who should be the winning applicant, she said: “I did. I did. I reallydid.” Id.Despite this testimony, Karl asserted that there was no genuine issue of material fact as tothe following propositions:93. Following the selection of Ms. Berry, the panel signed adocument stating that the decision of the panel wasunanimous in its selection of Ms. Berry. (Defendant’s Ex.14).94. However, Ms. Butler stated the decision of the panel wasnot unanimous. (Plaintiff’s Ex. 1, ¶ 65, Gloria ButlerDeposition, pp. 18-19; Defendant’s Ex. 24, p. 6). “Wenever had a final meeting for the four of us to cometogether and make a final recommendation as a fourmember team” or discuss what constituted the best answers.(Plaintiff’s Ex 6, Gloria Butler Deposition, pp. 18, 49;Defendant’s Ex. 24, p. 10).Plains. Facts ¶¶ 93-94.
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Since Butler never said that the decision of the selection panel was not unanimous, thestatement was false.  Karl’s lawyer concedes that “Mr. Karl should have expressed more clearlythat he thought the interview panel never made any true ‘decision’ on the merits of thepromotion,” but he then states:However, Mr. Karl asserts that Ms. Butler did swear that she didnot see the word “unanimous” when she signed the memorandum,and that Mr. Karl was entitled under the summary judgment casesto accept what Ms. Butler has to say under oath.Plains. Response at 39.The cure is worse than the disease.  From the proposition that Butler did not see the wordunanimous before she signed the memorandum hardly flows the fact that she ever stated that thedecision of the selection panel was not unanimous, but that is what Karl insists.  To the precisecontrary, Butler specifically testified that she knew that by signing the document she wasagreeing to the recommendation of the panel that Berry should get the job. Plains. Response,Exhibit 5 at 37.  Thus, an accurate statement of her testimony would be that she signed adocument indicating that the decision of the panel was unanimous, that she did not see the wordunanimous in it when she signed, and that she thought that she was signing a document thatindicated only that she was on the panel but that she had given her proxy to the other members.Op. at 15-16. That is not even close to Karl’s unequivocal statement that she specificallyindicated that the decision of the selection panel was not unanimous. K. Whether Besner tried to Intimidate a Union OfficialDuring the EEOC proceedings, a woman named Lucinda Powell stated under oath thatshe heard Berry thank another employee, Art Besner for the help he had given her (Berry) and
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that Besner replied that he was glad to help. Defs. MSJ at Exhibit 28.  Once Besner learned ofwhat Powell said, he wrote a letter to a union official stating that character assassination wasillegal and expressing his hope that the EEOC proceedings provided for disciplinary action forthose who made false statements. Plains. Opp. MSJ at Exhibit 11.  Of this event, Karl stated:“Mr. Besner tried to intimidate plaintiff’s union representative, Ben Miller, about plaintiff’scomplaint in this matter.” Plains. Facts ¶¶ 93-94.  Karl now concedes that this statement is inerror; he meant to say that Besner tried to intimidate Powell and I will accept that as a faircharacterization of the letter Besner wrote to Miller.L. Besner’s Assistance to BerryKarl indicated that there was no genuine issue of material fact that Besner gave Berry theactual interview questions in advance of her interview and that plaintiff and Lucinda Powellheard Berry thank Besner for giving Berry the questions and telling her how to prepare for theinterview.  Specifically, Karl stated:85. Ms Berry received the interview questions and coachingfrom Art Besner prior  to her interview. (Plaintiff’s Ex. 1 ¶1561; Defendant’s Ex. 28, December 1999 Declaration ofLucinda Powell; Defendant’s Ex. 24, pp. 3, 6, 11-12;Plaintiff’s Ex. 4, Response to Interrogatories of TheodoreR. Lucas in 1999 EEO Investigation)86. Both Mr. Lucas and Ms. Powell heard Ms. Berry thank Mr.Besner for giving her the interview questions prior to theinterview and telling her how to prepare for the interview.Id. Defendant’s Ex. 28; Plaintiff’s Ex. 1 ¶ 62; Plaintiff’sEx. 5, Theodore R. Lucas Deposition, pp. 27, 140-144). Mr.Lucas heard Mr. Besner tell Ms. Berry that he “hoped” he“helped her” prepare for the interview, and Ms. Berryreplied that he did, and “thank you very much.” (Plaintiff’s
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 Defs. MSJ, Exhibit 28 ¶ 3.  16
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Ex. 1, ¶ 62; Plaintiff’s Ex. 5, Theodore R. LucasDeposition, pp. 140-144).Plains. Facts ¶¶ 85, 86.I have included the record citations because they are crucial to the analysis.  They consist of statements by plaintiff and Powell in which they state unequivocally that Besner gave Berrythe questions in advance and that Berry was overheard thanking Besner for providing her withthe interview questions prior to the interview. Since Karl cited only the unequivocal statements in his client’s answers to interrogatoriesor declarations and Powell’s statement that Berry thanked Besner for “his assistance in giving herthe information he had given her prior to the interview,”  the reader is led to believe that it is not16
even in dispute that Besner gave Berry the interview questions, that Berry thanked him for doingso, and that his client and Powell so stated.  Karl keeps from the reader the following informationthat Karl had to know but did not disclose:1. Jan Gray testified that the selection panel was dissatisfied with the questionsBesner had drafted, that Gray rewrote them, and that it was Gray’s questions, notBesner’s, that were used during the interview. Defs. MSJ at Exhibit 20.  Duringhis deposition, Besner was actually shown the questions used during the interviewand indicated that they were not the questions he had drafted. Id. at Exhibit 27. Thus, it was impossible for Besner to have given Berry the interview questions inadvance.  Gray drafted them, not Besner. 2. There are serious inconsistencies in plaintiff’s testimony that undercut his
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unequivocal statements, cited in support of paragraphs 85 and 86, that he actuallyheard Berry thank Besner for giving her the questions.  See Op. at 19-20 where Ianalyze these inconsistencies.3. Lucinda Powell was asked to sign a declaration in which she was asked to statethat she heard that Berry had the questions. Defs. MSJ at Exhibit 32.  She refusedto sign the declaration and explained in her deposition that she did not hear Berrysay that she had been given the questions. Id.Thus, the reader is never told about the information that, at the barest minimum, indicatesthat there are serious reasons to doubt the truthfulness of the assertion that Besner gave Berry the questions: the inconsistencies in plaintiff’s testimony and Besner’s insistence, confirmed byGray, that Besner’s questions were not the ones used in the interview.  Instead, the reader is toldthat it is not even in dispute that Besner gave Berry the questions.  Most significantly, the readeris given a citation to Powell’s signed declaration in support of the contention that Besner gaveBerry the questions but is not told that Powell specifically excised those very words from a draftdeclaration.Karl’s justification for this is to first cite materials other than the ones he originally citedin support of the statement that Besner gave Berry the questions.  Thus, after the fact, he arguesthat the record, other than the portions he cited, can be read to indicate that the panel used someof Besner’s questions. Plains. Response at 42.  Karl argues that support is found in the testimonyof Powell that after the selection was made, a team leader named Baker assembled the GS-12'sand handed out copies of the interview questions, noting that “Art [Besner] had developed them.”Plains. Response, Exhibit 11 at 25.  Karl also states that Powell indicated that she was not asked
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most of these questions. Id. at 26. Baker’s statement, that Besner had written the questions, as recounted by Powell ishearsay, and is, of course, contradicted by Besner and Gray.  Moreover, that Powell testified that most of the questions were new to her and not asked at the interview confirms what Besner andGray said: that Besner drafted questions, that Gray revised them, and that Gray’s version of thequestions was the one used.  In any event, and no matter how this information is ultimatelyrefined, Karl never relied on it in the first place but used only his client’s and Powell’s testimonyin support of his assertion.As to Lucas’s testimony, Karl’s lawyer  insists that it was legitimate for Karl to opposethe defendant’s motion by “stating testimony that he or she believes to be accurate.” Plains.Response at 44.  According to Karl’s attorney, “[t]he system is geared towards the other side’spointing out any inconsistencies or vagueness and the trial judge then deciding whether genuineissues of material fact require a trial.” Id.  Karl’s attorney adds that there is nothing wrongtherefore in an advocate “opposing a summary judgment motion by stating testimony that he orshe believes to be accurate.” Id.  Finally, he points to Lucas’s testimony during the EEOadministrative hearing that he overheard Berry thank Besner for telling her what to study. Plains.Response at 44 (quoting EEO Administrative Hearing Transcript at 83-85). This analysis is little short of astonishing.  Karl stated that it was undisputed that Besnergave Berry the interview questions and in support of that argument, cited his client’s unequivocalstatement that he heard Berry thanking Besner for giving her the questions.  Karl never made anyreference whatsoever to his client’s other testimony, upon which he now relies (“thank you fortelling me what to study”), to justify his advocacy.  Thus, Karl justifies his statement that is was
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undisputed that Besner gave Berry the notes by abandoning his client’s testimony to that effect. It does not even occur to him that the testimony upon which he now relies contradicts thetestimony upon which he first relied.Finally, Karl’s lawyer brushes over the fact that Powell “excised” the word question fromher declaration (Plains. Response at 42), but ignores the simple reality–that Karl quoted Powellin support of a proposition, that Besner gave Berry the questions in advance, that Powellspecifically denied having avowed.Once again, Karl’s justifies this as nothing more than the drawing of permissibleinferences from the facts.  His explanation is so emblematic of his obliteration of the differencebetween stating a fact and explicitly drawing inferences that it must be quoted at length:In 1999, Ms. Powell told Mr. Karl that Ms. Berry had thanked Mr.Besner for help with the questions. Given Ms. Powell’s testimony.Mr. Karl justifiably argued that Mr. Besner had helped Ms. Berrybefore the interview and that he had imparted “information” thatMs. Berry thought had been beneficial to her.  Since Ms. Berry hadsuccessfully answered a series of questions at the interview, it alsowas fair for Mr. Karl to have believed that the information thatBesner had provided included some questions, for the finder of factcould, after hearing the witnesses’ live testimony, conclude thatsuch an advantageous and unfair transfer of information had in factoccurred.Maybe Mr. Karl should have used the term “information” insteadof “question”; there is direct evidence that Ms. Berry thanked Mr.Besner for giving her “information.” And Mr. Karl should havewritten that the finder of fact could infer from Ms. Powell’stestimony that Mr. Berry likely was referring to “questions” whenMs. Powell (and as we shall see, Mr. Lucas) attest that Ms. Berrythanked Mr. Besner for helping her with the information andtelling her what to study.The word “question” was not used in bad faith or with the intent offlouting the Court’s authority.  Mr. Karl was acting as a zealous
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 I note that Karl portrays himself as facing inexorable deadlines in submitting the17documents he did.  Indeed, he says that “he was skippering virtually alone amidst heavy seasthroughout 2003, and then sailed right into a gale.” Plains. Reply at 1.  Despite the nauticaldrama, Karl knows that he could have moved for an enlargement of time and had it for theasking.  As every sailor knows, when it gets rough, shorten sail and be as careful as possible. The last thing either a sailor or lawyer should do is to get reckless and submitting documentswithout taking adequate time to review them is as reckless as a lawyer can get. 32

advocate and wasn’t trying to hoodwink the court.Plains. Response at 42-43.The problem with Karl’s advocacy is simple.  Karl thinks that a zealous advocate may:(1) tell a judge that it is undisputed that the incumbent received the interview questions inadvance when what is undisputed is merely that one individual overheard the incumbent thankinganother individual for information; (2) keep from the judge the inconsistencies in one own’sclient’s testimony as to a crucial fact; and (3) keep from the judge the fact that a witness excisedfrom her declaration the very words that the “zealous advocate” attributes to her.  If this iszealous advocacy, the angels must weep.The Penalty to Be Imposed The sanction imposed because of the Rule 11 violation must be based on the costsactually incurred as a result of that violation.  It must also be sufficient to deter others fromengaging in similar behavior.   See United States v. Wallace, 964 F.2d 1214, 1221 n.6 (D.C. Cir.17
1992) (award of costs under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 inappropriate because inter alia no reliablemeasure of costs judicial system incurred because of sanctioned behavior).  Cf. Bonds v. Districtof Columbia, 93 F.3d 801, 808 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (sanction must be proportionate to wrong done,considering prejudice to other party and court and need to deter similar misconduct in the future);Shepherd v. American Broad. Cos., Inc., 62 F3d 1469, 1478 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (emphasizing that
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 I appreciate that this understates what it costs the United States to employ me since I18have health and life insurance and other benefits.   Karl can be expected to claim the “Laffey” rate of $390 of his services.  The “Laffey”19rate is based on the hourly rates (now adjusted for inflation) allowed by this Court in Laffey v.33

the sanction imposed must be proportionate to misconduct).  The prevarications that haunt plaintiff’s Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgmenthave created a great and utterly unnecessary burden upon government counsel, who has had tofile a response to the Order to Show Cause.  That unnecessary expenditure of the taxpayers’money cannot be compensated by my awarding attorney fees in the government’s favor becausesuch fees may not be awarded when the court acts without a government motion under Rule 11and sua sponte.  Unfortunately, that is not the only expenditure of time for which the taxpayersmust pay.  I had to write the initial Memorandum, justifying the original order to show cause, andhave written this second Memorandum explaining why I am imposing the penalties I am.  It hasbeen demanding work since I have constantly had to refer to the record in analyzing eachstatement that I have found objectionable.  A fair penalty would attempt to recover for thetaxpayers the cost of my time.  As a United States Magistrate Judge, I earn about $150,000 peryear.  If one assumes that I take two weeks vacation and work a forty hour week, I am paid $75an hour.   I can assure my reader that I have spent much more than one full working week in18
preparing the two memoranda to which I referred.  Nevertheless, I will exercise my discretionand impose a monetary sanction of $3,000 upon Karl, representing 40 hours or one week of mytime at $75 per hour.I fear, however, that this monetary sanction is inadequate.  Karl will claim roughly $390per hour for his services in this and every other Title VII case he handles,  meaning, of course,19
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Northwest Airlines, 572 F. Supp. 354 (D.D.C. 1983), aff’d in part and rev’d in part on othergrounds, 746 F.2d 4 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert denied, 472 U.S. 1021 (1985).  34

that he demands approximately $3,120 per day for his services.  At that rate, the $3,000 is justabout one day of his time, compared to the $3,000 the taxpayers paid me for the week I had tospend writing these opinions, I am firmly convinced that the $3,000 is an inadequate sanction todeter him and others from the behavior that I have had to condemn.  Accordingly, I am alsoreferring him, by a separate order, to this Court’s Committee on Grievance for a determination asto whether his behavior is worthy of disciplinary sanction. An Order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion.

Dated: ___________________________________JOHN M. FACCIOLAUNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE       
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